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American Immigration Lawyers Association

All Senate Floor Amendments filed by 6.19.12
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Begich, Mark

To require the Commissioner of Social Security to establish alternative procedures
1285
for updating social security records to verify the identity and employment
E-Verify
(MDM13965)
eligibility of individuals who live in a remote location.

Begich, Mark

To establish a pilot program to facilitate the Alaska seafood industry's transition
1293
to new guest worker categories by setting aside 5,000 W nonimmigrant visas for W visas (non-ag)
(MDM13977)
aliens engaged in seafood processing in Alaska for the first 3 years of the program.

Begich, Mark

1439
To amend section 258 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, relating to labor
(MDM13B07) attestations for the performance of longshore work by alien crewman.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Blumenthal,
Richard

1278
(EAS13720)

To strengthen the whistleblower protections for H-2B nonimmigrants

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Blumenthal,
Richard

1327
(EAS13839)

Legalization, DREAM,
To permit certain children to adjust to the status of an alien lawfully admitted for
Blue Card (not including
permanent residence
crimes and waivers)

Blumenthal,
Richard

1428
(EAS13937)

Legalization, DREAM,
To permit certain children to adjust to the status of an alien lawfully admitted for
Blue Card (not including
permanent residence.
crimes and waivers)

Blumenthal,
Richard

1429
(EAS13929)

To strengthen the whistleblower protections for H-2B nonimmigrants.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Blumenthal,
Richard

1430
(ALB13433)

To amend section 922 of title 18, United States Code, relating to the prohibition
of the sale of firearms to, or the possession of firearms by, aliens not lawfully
admitted for permanent residence.

Guns

Blumenthal,
Richard

1431
(EAS13713)

To clarify and improve the prohibition on discrimination based on national origin
or citizenship.

E-Verify

Blumenthal,
Richard

1432
(EAS13714)

To require the AG to notify the Secretary of DHS of any failure to pass a
background check due to status as a prohibited alien and for other purposes.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Blumenthal,
Richard

1433
(EAS13715)

To exempt a RPI from the minimum income or resources requirements if their
income was adversely impacted due to a labor shortage or employment law
violation.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Blumenthal,
Richard

1434
(EAS13716)

To provide for the suspension of enforcement actions during workplace
investigations of protected workplace activities.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)
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Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Blumenthal,
Richard

1435
(EAS13717)

To prohibit the retroactive application of any offense that would result in an
alien's inadmissibility or deportability, to clarify the definitions of conviction and
term of imprisonment for purposes of the INA, to prohibit the execution of an
Legalization - crimes and
order of removal under section 1229a(b)(5) of such Act until after an immigration
waivers ONLY
judge makes specific findings of fact, and to slightly modify the circumstances
under which an alien is deemed inadmissible or deportable due to a criminal
conviction and incarceration.

Blumenthal,
Richard

1436
(EAS13718)

To shift the date of presence requirement for qualification for REP status from
December 31, 2011, to April 17, 2013.

Blumenthal,
Richard

1437
(EAS13719)

To expand the B visa category to include aliens who are vising the US for up to 90
Tourist
days to pursue a course of study at an accredited institution of higher education

Blumenthal,
Richard

1438
(EAS13720)

To strengthen the whistleblower protections for H-2B nonimmigrants.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

1199
Boxer, Barbara
(ARM13D42)

To require training for National Guard and Coast Guard officers and agents in
training programs on border protection, immigration law enforcement, and how
to address vulnerable populations, such as children and victims of crime.

Border (not trigger
related)

1240
Boxer, Barbara
(ARM13D75)

To require training for National Guard and Coast Guard officers and agents in
training programs on border protection, immigration law enforcement, and how
to address vulnerable populations, such as children and victims of crime.

Border (not trigger
related)

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Boxer, Barbara

1257
To improve access of immigrant survivors to critical safety net benefits that
(MRW13500) enable them to escape abuse and exploitation.

Boxer, Barbara

To provide RPIs who adjust to legal permanent resident status the option to
Legalization, DREAM,
1258
adjust to such status using a family or a employment based visa when such a visa Blue Card (not including
(MRW13495)
becomes available.
crimes and waivers)

Boxer, Barbara

1260
To require the Secretary to implement standards for short-term custody of aliens Border (not trigger
(MRW13518) held in facilities of U.S. CBP
related)

Boxer, Barbara

1282
(EAS13803)

Brown,
Sherrod

To prohibit employers from applying to hire H-1B nonimmigrants before offering
1311
the jobs such nonimmigrants would be taking to equally or better qualified U.S.
(MDM13962)
workers.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Brown,
Sherrod

1369
(BAI13524)

W visas (non-ag)

Brown,
Sherrod

1370
To prohibit employers from applying to hire H-1B nonimmigrants before
(MDM13953) recruiting aliens with an advanced STEM degree from a US university.

Cantwell,
Maria

1449
(ROM13443)

To permit time in registered provisional immigrant or blue card status to count
towards the five-year prohibition on access to the safety net.

To transfer the Bureau of Immigration and Labor Market Research from DHS to
DOL.

Tax and Benefits

Employment NIV (not W
related)

To increase the US' STEM infrastructure by increasing STEM-related slots at public Employment NIV (not W
institutions of higher education.
related)
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Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Cardin,
Benjamin

1264
(ALB13510)

To require the non-Federal prisons and correctional facilities holding Federal
prisoners under a contract with the Federal Government to make the same
information available to the public that Federal prisons and correctional facilities
are required to make available.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Cardin,
Benjamin

1265
(EAS13722)

Interior Enforcement
To clarify that the Immigration and Nationality Act preempts State and local law (detention, crimes,
and provide for information sharing between DHS and State and local authorities. inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Cardin,
Benjamin

1266
(DAV13647)

To modify the authority to conduct additional security screenings of individuals
from certain countries and regions

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Cardin,
Benjamin

1267
(ALB13500)

To improve section 3305 relating to profiling.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Cardin,
Benjamin

1286
(KER13235)

To provide social service agencies with the resources to provide services to meet
the urgent needs of Holocaust survivors to age in place with dignity, comfort,
security, and quality of life.

Holocause survivors

Cardin,
Benjamin

1294
(EAS13826)

To provide for protection of women and their families.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Cardin,
Benjamin

1366
(ALB13502)

To require mandatory training courses for covered DHS officers relating to
profiling.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Cardin,
Benjamin

1367
(ALB13501)

To require annual updates of the study and report required under section 3305.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Carper,
Thomas

1273
(ALB13542)

To establish a visa overstay notification pilot program.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Carper,
Thomas
Carper,
Thomas
Carper,
Thomas

1274
(ALB13541)
1275
(ALB13526)
1276
(ALB13530)

To prevent unauthorized immigration transiting through Mexico.
To achieve persistent surveillance along the border.
To require additional technology at points of entry to help facilitate cross border
traffic.

Border (not trigger
related)
Border (not trigger
related)
Border: Triggers
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Sponsor
Carper,
Thomas
Carper,
Thomas
Carper,
Thomas

Number
1331
(ALB13553)
1344
(ALB13554)
1408
(ALB13553)

Casey, Bob

1252
(MCG13579)

Coats, Dan

Stated purpose of the Amendment
To prevent unauthorized immigration transiting through Mexico.
To achieve better enforcement through transparency and enhanced reporting.
To prevent unauthorized immigration transiting through Mexico.

Issue Area
Border (not trigger
related)
Border (not trigger
related)
Border (not trigger
related)

To provide that persons renouncing citizenship for a substantial tax avoidance
purpose shall be subject to tax and capital withholding gains, to provide that such Tax and Benefits
persons shall not be admissible to the U.S., and for other purposes.

To require the Office of Legal Access Programs to consult with Department of
1372 Health and Human Services or US ICE when identifying vulnerable aliens who
need to be represented by counsel.

Immigration Courts &
Access to Counsel

Coats, Dan

1277
To require the Comprehensive Border Security Strategy to be 100% deployed and
Border: Triggers
(MRW13525) 100% operational before the Secretary may adjust the status of RPIs.

Coats, Dan

To delay the processing of RPI applications until after the Secretary of DHS
1287
certifies that DHS has maintained effective control of high-risk sectors along the
(MDM13949)
Southern border for at least 6 months.

Border: Triggers

Coats, Dan

1288
(ALB13547)

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Coats, Dan

1373
To require the Secretary to consult with additional Federal officials regarding the
(MDM13979) expenditure plan required under section 6(a)(3)(E) of the bill.

Coats, Dan

1374
(EAS13817)

Coats, Dan

1375
To prohibit a State or political subdivision from participating in SCAAP while in
(MDM13981) violation of subsection (a) or (b) of section 642 of IIRIRA

Coats, Dan

Interior Enforcement
To strike the provision that authorizes the Secretary of Homeland Security to use
1376
(detention, crimes,
secure alternatives programs to maintain custody over aliens detained under the
(MDM13A43)
inadmissibility/deportabi
INA.
lity--in non RPI context)

Coats, Dan

1407
(EAS13871)

Coats, Dan

1441
(EAS13939)

To clarify contracting for alternatives to detention.

To require the Secretary to consult with the Attorney General, the Secretary of
the Interior, and other appropriate officials in submitting the Comprehensive
Southern Border Security Strategy.

Border (not trigger
related)

Border: Triggers

Border (not trigger
related)

To authorize the Secretary and the Administrator of the General Services
Administration to upgrade, expand, or replace existing land POE to facilitate safe, Border (not trigger
secure, and efficient cross border movement of people, motor vehicles, and
related)
cargo.

To amend the provisions related to the breached bond/detention fund.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)
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Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Coats, Dan

To delay the processing of RPI applicants until after the Secretary of DHS certifies
that the DHS has maintained effective control of high-risk border sectors along
1442
the Southern border for at least 6 months and to require that the Secretary
Border: Triggers
(MDM13B02)
maintain effective control of the Southern border for at least 6 months before the
Secretary may adjust the status of RPIs

Coburn, Tom

To eliminate the waiver allowing illegal aliens living outside of the US who have
1349
previously absconded or been deported or removed from the US to apply for RPI
(MDM13992)
status.

Coburn, Tom

1350
To strike the provisions that authorize government funded lawyers for aliens in
Immigration Courts &
(MDM13994) immigration proceedings and the creation of the Office of Legal Access Programs. Access to Counsel

Coburn, Tom

To close the loophole providing multiple appeals and class action lawsuits through
judicial review to individuals whose application for RPI status has previous been
1351
Immigration Courts &
denied and to strike the provisions that authorize government funded lawyers for
(MDM13A81)
Access to Counsel
aliens in immigration proceedings and the creation of the Office of Legal Access
Programs.

Coburn, Tom

To increase public safety by denying RPI status to any alien who has been
convicted of the crime of DV, child abuse, assault with bodily injury, violation of a
1352
Legalization - crimes and
protective order, or drunk driving, by reducing the number of misdemeanors that
(MDM13A82)
waivers ONLY
would make an applicant ineligible for such status, and by eliminating the
Secretary of DHS's authority to waive the application of such provision.

Coburn, Tom

1353
To increase public safety by denying RPI status to any alien who would otherwise
(MDM13A84) be ineligible for admission under current immigration law.

Coburn, Tom

To increase public safety by denying registered provisional immigrant status to
any alien who has been convicted of the crime of domestic violence, child abuse,
assault with bodily injury, violation of a protective order, or drunk driving, by
1354
reducing the number of misdemeanors that would make an applicant ineligible
(MDM13A83)
for such status, by eliminating the Secretary of Homeland Security's authority to
waive the application of such provision, and by denying RPI status to any alien
who would otherwise be ineligible for admission under current immigration law

Coburn, Tom

1355
(EAS13848)

Interior Enforcement
To identify and remove criminal aliens incarcerated tin correctional facilities in the (detention, crimes,
United States
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Coburn, Tom

1356
(EAS13869)

To require that a Joint Resolution of Approval of the Comprehensive Southern
Border Security Strategy and Southern Border Fencing Strategy be enacted into
law before the processing of applications for registered provisional immigrant
status.

Coburn, Tom

To require all applicants for RPI status who are criminal aliens, were previously
1357
removed, or absconded from prior immigration proceedings to undergo an in(MDM13A74)
person interview with USCIS.

Legalization - crimes and
waivers ONLY

Coburn, Tom

1358
To include front line personnel in the Department of Homeland Security Border
(MDM13A68) Oversight Task Force.

Border (not trigger
related)

Legalization - crimes and
waivers ONLY

Legalization - crimes and
waivers ONLY

Border: Triggers
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Sponsor

Number

Coburn, Tom

1359
To include front line personnel in the Southern Border Security Commission.
(MDM13A66)

Coburn, Tom

1360
To include front line personnel in the Southern Border Security Commission and in Border (not trigger
(MDM13A21) the Department of Homeland Security Oversight Task Force
related)

Coburn, Tom

1361
(FLO13696)

Coburn, Tom

1362
To require the immediate initiation of removal proceedings against
(MDM13A50) nonimmigrants who have exceeded their authorized period of admission.

Coburn, Tom

To close the loophole providing multiple appeals and class action lawsuits through Legalization, DREAM,
1363
judicial review to individuals whose application for RPI status has previously been Blue Card (not including
(MDM13A13)
denied.
crimes and waivers)

Coburn, Tom

1371
To allow market demand to determine the level of participation in the
(MDM13A22) nonimmigrant agricultural worker program.

W visas (agriculture)

Coburn, Tom

To clarify the national security and law enforcement clearances required for an
1447
alien to be granted RPI status and to require such clearances to be paid for with
(MDM13B17)
the processing fees collected from applicants for RPI status.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Collins, Susan

To remove the requirement that 90 percent of the additional amounts made
1255
Border (not trigger
available for Operation Stonegarden be allocated for grants and reimbursements
(MDM13936)
related)
to law enforcement agencies in the Southwest border region.

Collins, Susan

1391
(EAS13916)

To require law enforcement and national security checks for refugees and asylees.

Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
ing

Collins, Susan

1392
(EAS13804)

To modify the definition of agricultural employment for the nonimmigrant
agricultural worker program to include logging employment.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

1393
(EAS13915)
1251
(EAS13772)
1295
(MCG13594)

To provide for denials of asylum claims where the individuals involved knowing
submitted frivolous applications for asylum.
Requiring Enforcement, Security and safety while Upgrading Lawful Trade and
travel Simultaneously (RESULTS).
To permit States to require proof of citizenship for registration to vote in elections
for Federal office.

Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
ing

Collins, Susan
Cornyn, John
Cruz, Ted

Stated purpose of the Amendment

To allow U.S. Customs and Border Protection to enforce immigration laws on
Federal land.

Issue Area
Border (not trigger
related)

Border (not trigger
related)
Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Border: Triggers
Voting

Cruz, Ted

To replace title 1 of the bill with specific border security requirements, which shall
1320
be met before the Secretary of DHS may process applications for RPI status or
Border: Triggers
(MDM13967)
blue card status and to avoid DHS budget reductions.

Cruz, Ted

1321
To provide that aliens who have entered or remained present in the US while not
Tax and Benefits
(MDM13744) in lawful status shall not be eligible for means-tested benefits.
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Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Cruz, Ted

Legalization, DREAM,
1322
To prohibit certain classes of provisional or temporary immigrants from becoming
Blue Card (not including
(MDM13843) naturalized US citizens.
crimes and waivers)

Cruz, Ted

To prohibit aliens who have entered or remained present in the US while not in
Legalization, DREAM,
1323
lawful status from receiving means-tested benefits and to prohibit certain classes Blue Card (not including
(MDM13A42)
of provisional or temporary immigrants from becoming naturalized US citizens.
crimes and waivers)

Cruz, Ted

1324
To amend the provisions in the INA relating to the numerical limitations for
(MDM13741) permanent residents

Family immigration

Cruz, Ted

1325
To amend the provisions in the INA relating to the numerical limitations for H-1B
(MDM13742) nonimmigrants.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Cruz, Ted

1326
To amend the provisions in the INDA relating to the numerical limitations for
(MDM13743) permanent resident and H-1B nonimmigrants.

Family immigration

Enzi, Michael

1398
(ARN13042)

Enzi, Michael

1463
To clarify duties for sheepherders and those involved in range livestock
(MDM13A94) production.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Enzi, Michael

1464
To clarify housing standards for sheepherders and goat herders operating in
(MDM13A93) remote areas.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Enzi, Michael

1465
To ensure employment for certain special nonimmigrant agricultural occupations. W visas (agriculture)
(MDM13A91)

Enzi, Michael

1466
To protect small businesses from duplicative regulation.
(MDM13A95)

E-Verify

Enzi, Michael

1467
To clarify that this Act does not preempt any State or local criminal law.
(MDM13B28)

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Enzi, Michael

Interior Enforcement
1468
To strike the section that requires the Secretary of DHS to issue policies governing (detention, crimes,
(MDM13B29) the use of force by DHS personnel.
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Feinstein,
Dianne

1250
(HEN13657)

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to require individulas to include
their social security numbers on the income tax return as a condition of claiming
the refundable portion of the child tax credit, and for other purposes.

To provide for authorization for the use of Trust Fund dollars to help alleviate
burdens on the Judiciary imposed by the Act.

Issue Area

Tax and Benefits
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Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Feinstein,
Dianne

1413
(HEN13667)

To establish and clarify that Congress does not authorize persons convicted of
dangerous crimes in foreign courts to freely to possess firearms in the US.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Fischer, Deb

1348
(EAS13893)

To insert an English language requirement as a prerequisite to RPI status.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Fischer, Deb

To provide for a strong, secure border by requiring full operational and situational
control of the Southern border, full implementation of a biometric entry-exit
1394
system, and implementation of a mandatory employment verification system with Border: Triggers
(MRW13558)
Departmental certification and approval by Congress before the adjustment of
status of aliens to RPIs

Gillibrand,
Kirsten

1316
(KIN13256)

Gillibrand,
Kirsten

Interior Enforcement
1343
To improve the provision relating to the collection of data on the enforcement of (detention, crimes,
(MRW13553) immigration laws.
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Grassley,
Charles

1195
(ARM13C25)

To establish a rule of construction regarding legal assistance for RPIs.

Immigration Courts &
Access to Counsel

To prohibit the granting of RPI status until the Secretary has maintained effective
Border: Triggers
control of the borders for 6 months.

Grassley,
Charles

1299
(ARM13616)

To improve the provisions on the inadmissibility of aliens in criminal gangs

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Grassley,
Charles

1300
(ARM13C60)

Relating to the use of identity theft to harbor or hiring unauthorized workers in
violation of the Act.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Grassley,
Charles

Interior Enforcement
1301
To improve the provisions relating to illegal entry, reentry of removed aliens, and (detention, crimes,
(MRW13334) passport fraud.
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Grassley,
Charles

1302
To modify the criteria for eligibility for admission related to domestic violence,
(MDM13849) stalking, and child abuse.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Grassley,
Charles

1303
(ARM13C35)

Waivers & Judicial
discretion (not related to
legalization)

To strike section 3717, relating to procedures for bond hearings and filing of
notices to appear.
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Sponsor

Number

Grassley,
Charles

To require the GAO to conduct a study of the workload at the Executive Office for
1304
Immigration Review and to limit the staff increases at the Executive Office of
Immigration Courts &
(MDM13850) Immigration Review to the level determined by such study necessary to efficiently Access to Counsel
manage such workload.

Grassley,
Charles

1305
To eliminate the requirement that appeals of an immigration judge's decision be
(MDM13848) reviewed by a 3-judge panel.

Immigration Courts &
Access to Counsel

Grassley,
Charles

1306
To authorize the Attorney General to appoint counsel to represent an
(MDM13846) unaccompanied alien child with a serious mental disability.

Immigration Courts &
Access to Counsel

Grassley,
Charles

1307
To strike the section of the bill that establishes the Office of Legal Access
(MDM13847) Programs.

Immigration Courts &
Access to Counsel

Grassley,
Charles

1336
(ARM13D18)

To prohibit the adjustment of status of RPI status until the Treasure has been
repaid for the initial funding of the CIR Trust Fund.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Grassley,
Charles

1379
(MCG13606)

To prohibit individuals granted registered provisional immigrant status from
retroactively claiming the earned income tax credit.

Tax and Benefits

Grassley,
Charles

1399
To strike section 3403 of the bill, which clarifies the designation of certain
(MDM13859) refugees.

Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
ing

Grassley,
Charles

1400
To strike section 3405 of the bill, which adds a section to the INA relating to the
(MDM13860) treatment of stateless persons in the U.S.

Stateless Persons

Grassley,
Charles

1401
To strike section 3401 of the bill, which relates to time limits and the efficient
(MDM13862) adjudication of genuine asylum claims.

Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
ing

Grassley,
Charles

1402
To strike section 3404 of the bill, which relates to asylum determination
(MDM13863) efficiency.

Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
ing

Hagan, Kay

To extend the authorization of the Bulletproof Vest Partnership Grant Program
1386
through FY2018, and to establish a Border Crime Prevention Program to provide
(MDM13961) financial assistance units of local governments and tribal governments for crime
prevention activities in border areas.

Border (not trigger
related)

Hagan, Kay

To require an alien who participated in a criminal street gang to show, by clear
1387
and convincing evidence, that the alien has renounced all association with the
(MRW13527) gang before the Secretary of DHS may waive the ineligibility of the alien for RPI
status.

Legalization - crimes and
waivers ONLY

Hagan, Kay

1388
(KIN13267)

Hagan, Kay
Harkin, Tom
Hatch, Orrin

1448
(STA13088)
1335
(ROM13451)
1246
(ERN13222)

Stated purpose of the Amendment

To require that certain Federal job training and career education programs give
priority to programs that lead to an industry-recognized and nationally portable
credential.
To ensure that the agricultural worker visa program takes regional and State
needs into account when determining how visas are allocated.
To clarify the Secretary of Labor's authority to regulate in connection with the H2B visa program.
To ensure compliance with Federal welfare and public benefits laws.

Issue Area

Employment NIV (not W
related)
W visas (agriculture)
Employment NIV (not W
related)
Tax and Benefits
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Sponsor
Hatch, Orrin
Hatch, Orrin

Number
1247
(MCG13569)

Stated purpose of the Amendment
To modify provisions relating to the payment of back taxes to include all income
and employment taxes owed, and for other purposes.

Issue Area
Tax and Benefits

To provide for the application of a 5-year waiting period for certain eligibility for
1248
tax credits and cost sharing subsidies under the Patient Protection and Affordable Tax and Benefits
(MDM13897)
Care Act.

Heinrich,
Martin

1249
(GAI13418)
1342
(HEY13331!

Heinrich,
Martin

1417
(AEG13315)

To provide that Hispanic-serving institutions are eligible for certain grants and
subgrants.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Heitkamp,
Heidi

1450
(KIN13257)

To exempt beekeepers from the requirement to register as farm labor
contractors, enabling them to participate in certain agricultural guest worker
programs.

W visas (agriculture)

Heller, Dean

1227
To include a representative from the Southwestern State of Nevada on the
(MDM13916) Southern Border Security Commission.

Border: Triggers

Heller, Dean

1234
(EAS13757)

To require the Secretary of Homeland Security to submit to Congress a report on
the mandatory biometric exit data system.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Heller, Dean

1235
(BAI13538)

To provide for the appropriate allocation of additional U.S. CBP officers

Border (not trigger
related)

Hirono, Mazie

1317
(GAI13435)

To provide that an individual who is lawfully present, employed, and paying their
share of Federal taxes that fund Federal programs shall not be denied access to
Tax and Benefits
those programs on the basis of their immigration status.

Hirono, Mazie

To provide additional opportunities for women in the merit-based immigrant
1403
program by establishing a tier 3 category with 30,000 merit-based immigrant visas Family immigration
(MDM13947)
for applicants with the higher number of points in such category.

Hirono, Mazie

1415
To retain the family-sponsored immigrant categories for older married sons and
(MDM13B03) daughters of USC and siblings of USC.

Family immigration

Hoeven, John

1377
(ALB13531)

To coordinate all resources and functions at the border

Border (not trigger
related)

Hoeven, John

1378
(ALB13519)

To encourage the Department of Homeland Security to look at not only new
technology but also existing programs and solutions that are working.

Border (not trigger
related)

Hatch, Orrin

Inhofe, James

To preclude crediting of quarters of coverage for unauthorized employment.

Tax and Benefits

To enhance security and facilitate efficient trade.

Border (not trigger
related)

1203
Provides for extensions of detention of certain aliens ordered removed, and for
(MDM13469) other purposes

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

11
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

To declare English as the official language of the U.S., to establish a uniform
English language rule for naturalization, and to avoid misconstructions of the
1204
Inhofe, James
English language texts of the laws of the U.S., pursuant to Congress' powers to
(MDM13878)
provide for the general welfare of the U.S. and to establish a uniform rule of
naturalization under article I, section 8 of the Constitution.
1205
(BAI13523)
1206
Inhofe, James
(HEN13638)
Inhofe, James

To ensure that an employer has the freedom to implement English in the
workplace policies.
To amend title 31, USC, to end speculation on the current cost of multilingual
services provided by the Federal Government

Issue Area

Integration

English Language

Isakson,
Johnny

To require aliens who were unlawfully present in the United States before the
1243
date of the enactment of this Act to submit an affidavit stating that they
(MDM13769) unlawfully entered the United States or remained in the United States after the
expiration of a valid visa before they can be granted legal status

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Isakson,
Johnny

1244
To authorize certain employers to send H-1B nonimmigrant employees to install
(MDM13790) or configure the products provided by the employer at client locations

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Isakson,
Johnny

1245
To use a market rate approach instead of the requirement in the bill that H-1B
(MDM13720) nonimmigrant workers be paid more than American workers

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Isakson,
Johnny

To require adult aliens who were unlawfully present in the U.S. before the date of
Legalization, DREAM,
1263
the enactment of this Act to submit an affidavit stating that they unlawfully
Blue Card (not including
(MDM13944) entered the U.S. or remained in the U.S. after the expiration of a valid visa before
crimes and waivers)
they can be granted legal status.

Isakson,
Johnny

To require adult aliens who were unlawfully present in the US before the date of
1404
enactment of the Act to submit an affidavit stating that they unlawfully entered
(MDM13A63) the US or remained in the US after the expiration of a valid visa before they can
be granted legal status.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Johanns, Mike

1345
(EAS13900)

Border (not trigger
related)

Johanns, Mike

1346
To establish an identity authentication program with additional identity
E-Verify
(MRW13509) authentication mechanisms that may be used by employers on a voluntary basis.

Johnson, Tim

1380
(HEY13309)

To improve the authorities relating to registered provisional immigrants by
removing the ability to extend the application period beyond one year.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

1381
(OTT13260)
1395
(EAS13685)

To prohibit aliens granted registered provisional immigrant status from claiming
the earned income tax credit.

Tax and Benefits

To modify the employment eligibility for aliens seeking asylum.

Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
ing

Johnson, Tim
King, Angus

To ensure the long term costs of the bill are fully paid-for.

Kirk, Mark

1239
(EAS13767)

To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to deem any person who has
received an award from the Armed Forces of the United States for engagement in
Integration
active combat or active participation in combat to have satisfied certain
requirements for naturalization.

Klobuchar,
Amy

1261
(EAS13744)

To require Certificates of Citizenship and other Federal documents to reflect name
Family immigration
and date of birth determination made by a State court.

12
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Klobuchar,
Amy

To allow orphans who have established relationships with potential adoptive
1262
parents and are in humanitarian emergency situations to be admitted under
Family immigration
(MDM13925)
humanitarian parole while their immediate relative petitions are being processed.

Klobuchar,
Amy

To provide that an adoption processed by the Central Authority of another
1297
convention Country will permit an alien child adopted abroad through the Hague
Adoption
(MDM13A29) Convention process to immigrate before the child has been in the legal and
physical custody of the adoptive parent for 2 years.

To apply the amendments made by the Child Citizenship Act of 2000 retroactively
to all individuals adopted by a citizen of the U.S. in an international adoption and
1222
Landrieu, Mary
to repeal the pre-adoption parental visitation requirement for automatic
Integration
(MDM13899)
citizenship and to amend section 320 of the INA relating to automatic citizenship
for children born outside of the U.S. who have a USC parent
Landrieu, Mary

1338
(HEN13686)

To address use of the System by small businesses, and for other purposes.

E-Verify

Landrieu, Mary

1340
(EAS13892)

To require all decisions concerning unaccompanied alien children made by
Federal agencies and Federal courts pursuant to the INA and regulations
implementing that Act to consider the best interest of the child.

Immigration Courts &
Access to Counsel

To require cost effectiveness in defense facility contracting.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

To establish a small business express lane.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

1342
Landrieu, Mary
(EAS13852)

Landrieu, Mary

1347
(ALB135557)

Landrieu, Mary

1382
To authorize the Secretary of DHS to accept donations for the purpose of
(MDM13A76) constructing, altering, or maintaining new or existing land ports of entry.

1383
(EAS13873)
1406
Landrieu, Mary
(AYO13456)
1181
Leahy, Patrick
(EAS13704)
Landrieu, Mary

Leahy, Patrick

To prohibit the waiver of procurement requirements relating to small business
concerns.
To provide equivalent treatment for the spouses and minor children of certain
long-term contract agricultural workers and W-1 visa holders.

To recognize, for the purposes of the Immigration and Nationality Act, any
1182
marriage entered into in full compliance with the laws of the State or foreign
(MDM13374)
country within which such marriage was performed.

1183
(EAS13705)
1319
Leahy, Patrick
(EAS13797)
Leahy, Patrick

Leahy, Patrick

To require reports on the EB-5 program.

1410
(EAS13919)

Border (not trigger
related)
Employment NIV (not W
related)

W visas (agriculture)
UAFA

To encourage and facilitate international participation in the performing arts

Other NIV

To require centralized operations of service centers of USCIS to the extent
practicable.

Administration

To provide oversight of the border zone in which Federal agents may conduct
vehicle checkpoints and stops and enter private land without a warrant, and to
make technical corrections.

Border (not trigger
related)

13
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Leahy, Patrick

1454
To make technical edits to the bill.
(MDM13A80)

Leahy, Patrick

1455
To improve sections 4804 through 4806 of the bill, relating to EB-5 Visas.
(MDM13B14)

Leahy, Patrick

1456
To improve the bill. (Technical amendments)
(MDM13B20)

Lee, Mike

1207
(END13430)

Lee, Mike

To require fast-track congressional approval when the Secretary of Homeland
1208
Security notifies Congress of the implementation of the border security strategies Border: Triggers
(MDM13821)
and certified that the strategies are substantially operational.

Lee, Mike

Legalization, DREAM,
1209
To clarify that the registered provisional immigrant program shall be funded only
Blue Card (not including
(MDM13822) by fees.
crimes and waivers)

Lee, Mike

To prohibit aliens who have absconded or have attempted to reenter the United
1210
States after receiving a deportation order from receiving registered provisional
(MDM13823)
immigrant status.

Lee, Mike

1211
To remove offenses committed under foreign law from the grounds of ineligibility Legalization - crimes and
(MDM13824) for registered provisional immigrant status.
waivers ONLY

Lee, Mike

1212
To enhance the requirements on payments of taxes to be satisfied by applicants
(MDM13825) for registered provisional immigrant status.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Lee, Mike

1213
To prohibit the waiver or reduction of penalties payable in connection with
(MDM13826) applications for adjustment to registered provisional immigrant status.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Lee, Mike

To prohibit the use of sworn affadavits or other unspecified documents to verify
1214
the employment of education of registered provisional immigrants applying for
(MDM13827)
permanent residence.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Lee, Mike

1215
To require annual reports on the amounts of Federal means-tested public benefits
Tax and Benefits
(MDM13828) provided in each State.

Lee, Mike

1216
To require intent in certain prohibitions on discrimination based on national
(MDM13829) origin or citizenship status.

Lee, Mike

1217
To increase the number of W nonimmigrant visas available during each fiscal year. W visas (non-ag)
(MDM13830)

Employment IV (not W
related)

To prohibit the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture from taking action on
Border (not trigger
public lands which impede border security on such lands, and for other purposes. related)

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

E-Verify

14
Sponsor

Number
1452
(HEY13323)

Stated purpose of the Amendment
To authorize the Secretary of Homeland Security to reassign U.S. Customs and
Border Protection officers and Border Patrol agents.

Issue Area
Border (not trigger
related)

Manchin, Joe

1219
(EAS13454)

To require certain aliens who entered the U.S. as children seeking an adjustment
of status to have acquired a degree from an institution of higher education.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Manchin, Joe

1220
(DAV13626)

To provide for common sense limitation on salaries for contractor executives and Border (not trigger
employees involved in border security.
related)

Manchin, Joe

To delay the purchase of additional unmanned aerial vehicles and unmanned
1221
aerial systems until after U.S. Customs and Border Protection has implemented
(MDM13763) the recommendations of the Inspector General of the Department of Homeland
Security.

Border (not trigger
related)

Manchin, Joe

To delay the purchase of additional unmanned aerial vehincles and unmanned
1226
aerial systems until after U.S. CBP has implemented recommendations of the
(MDM13879)
Inspector General of DHS.

Border (not trigger
related)

Manchin, Joe

1268
(DAV13648)

McCaskill,
Claire

To require that a portion of the personnel increase related to the E-Verify System
1420
be engaged directly in enforcement-related activities, such as investigation and
E-Verify
(MDM13A03)
apprehension.

McCaskill,
Claire

To strengthen the enforcement provisions of the E-Verify system by increasing the
1421
civil and criminal penalties for willful and repeat violations of section 274A of the E-Verify
(MDM13A04)
INA.

McCaskill,
Claire

To impose an additional civil penalty of up to $5,000 per worker on employers
1422
who violate Federal laws relating to workplace rights with respect to an
(MDM13A07) unauthorized worker and to deposit the funds generated from such penalty into
the Labor Law Enforcement Fund.

McCaskill,
Claire

1423
To encourage full and prompt employer compliance with the mandatory E-Verify
E-Verify
(MDM13A08) system.

McCaskill,
Claire

To enhance the maximum criminal penalties that may be imposed on employers
1424
who engage in a patter or practice of knowingly or negligently hiring or employing E-Verify
(MDM13A31)
aliens who are not authorized to work in the US.

McCaskill,
Claire

1425
To require the DHS Secretary to publish a comprehensive interior immigration
(MDM13B04) enforcement strategy.

McCaskill,
Claire

To enhance the maximum criminal penalties that may be imposed on employers
1427
who engage in a pattern or practice of negligently hiring or employing aliens who
(MDM13A06)
are not authorized to work in the US.

McCaskill,
Claire

To strengthen the enforcement provisions of the Employment Verification System
1457
by increasing the civil penalties for willful and repeat violations of section 274A of E-Verify
(MDM13B25)
the INA.

Merkley, Jeff

To increase the employment of Americans by requiring State workforce agencies
1237
to certify that employers are actively recruiting Americans and that Americans are Employment NIV (not W
(MDM13932) not qualified or available to fill the positions that the employer wants to fill with H- related)
2B nonimmigrants.

Levin, Carl

To provide for common sense limitations on salaries for contractor executives and Border (not trigger
employees involved in border security.
related)

E-Verify

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

15
Sponsor

Number

Moran, Jerry

1256
To improve the bill by facilitating the creation of American jobs by immigrant
(MDM13854) entrepreneurs.

Employment IV (not W
related)

Murkowski,
Lisa

1329
(EAS13882)

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Murphy,
Christopher

Interior Enforcement
1451
To prohibit the placement of children in adult detention facilities and to include (detention, crimes,
(MDM13B05) child detention information in the reporting and record keeping section of the bill. inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

1368
Murray, Patty
(EAS13899)

1412
(EAS13864)
1414
Murray, Patty
(EAS13933)
Murray, Patty

Murray, Patty

1418
(EAS13897)

1426
Murray, Patty
(HEN13693)

Stated purpose of the Amendment

To modify the Summer Work Travel program to permit participants to work in
seafood processing positions in Alaska.

Issue Area

To prohibit the use of restraints on pregnant women in detention, including
during labor and childbirth, except in extraordinary circumstances.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

To protect domestic violence survivors.

Border (not trigger
related)

To protect domestic violence survivors.

Family immigration

To provide Congress an annual report with sufficient information to conduct
oversight on the use of force against USCs and immigrants.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Interior Enforcement
To provide appropriate authority and responsibilities for the Officer of Civil Rights (detention, crimes,
and Civil Liberties of DHS.
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

To promote increased access and affordability for higher education for DREAM
Act students.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Murray, Patty

1460
(AEG13331)

Nelson, Bill

1253
To authorize the Secretary of DHS to acquire the equipment and personnel
(MDM13935) necessary to secure the maritime borders of the U.S.

Paul, Rand

1200
To provide for enhanced border security, including strong border security metrics Border (not trigger
(MDM13818) and congressional votes on border security
related)

Paul, Rand

1202
(ERN13225)

Paul, Rand

1314
To ensure legal voting.
(MDM13A39)

Paul, Rand

1332
(EAS13896)

Border (not trigger
related)

To secure the Treasury and protect taxpayers against RPIs, refugees, asylees, and
Tax and Benefits
other aliens from being dependent on welfare.
Voting

Legalization, DREAM,
To remove arbitrary caps on work visas and prevent creation of a new pathway to
Blue Card (not including
citizenship.
crimes and waivers)

16
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Paul, Rand

1333
To prohibit the issuance of a national identification card or the creation of a
(MDM13A56) citizen registry.

Portman, Rob

1389
(OLL13370)

To exclude crimes involving moral turpitude that are certain crimes against
Waivers & Judicial
children from the discretionary authority of immigration judges and the Secretary discretion (not related to
of Homeland Security with respect to removal, deportation, and inadmissibility.
legalization)

1390
Portman, Rob
(OLL13377)

Interior Enforcement
To clarify that a felony conviction for domestic violence, stalking, or child abuse is (detention, crimes,
sufficient to make an alien inadmissible.
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

National ID

Pryor, Mark

1298
(DAV13661)

To promote recruitment of former members of the Armed Forces and members of Border (not trigger
the reserve components of the Armed Forces to serve in the U.S. CBP and U.S. ICE. related)

Reed, Jack

1223
To increase the involvement of public libraries in the integration of new
(MDM13888) immigrants.

Integration

Reed, Jack

1224
To clarify the physical present requirements for merit-based immigrant visa
(MDM13856) applicants.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Reed, Jack

1233
(EAS13647)

Risch, Jim

To exempt employers from any penalty under the INA unless the DHS
1238
demonstrates that the individual in question in not authorized to work in the
(MDM13915)
United States.

E-Verify

Rubio, Marco

1225
To require registered provisional immigrants who are 16 years of age or older to
(MRW13489) read, write, and speak the English language.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Sanders,
Bernard

1283
To establish a jobs program for unemployed young Americans, offset by a $10
(MDM13951) surcharge or certain employment-based visas.

Protecting U.S. workers

Sanders,
Bernard

To require employers to certify that they have not will not lay off a large number
1284
of employees before they are allowed to employ foreign workers in the United
(MDM13968)
States.

Protecting U.S. workers

Sanders,
Bernard

1312
(KIN13268)

To establish a jobs program for unemployed young Americans, offset by a $10
surcharge on certain employment-based visas.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Sanders,
Bernard

1313
(EAS13711)

To modify the Summer Work Travel program to permit cultural exchanges and
prohibit alien students in the program from working in the U.S.

student visas

Schatz, Brian

1296
To require the Comptroller General of the U.S. to report to Congress on visa
(MRW13540) processing at U.s. embassies and consulates.

To provide that an alien subject to 877(A)(a) of the IRS Code of 1986 is
inadmissible unless the alien demonstrates that he or she did not renounce
citizenship to avoid U.S. taxation.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Visa processing

17
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Schatz, Brian

To restore the family-sponsored immigrant categoires for older married sons and
1337
daughters of US citizens and siblings of US citizens 10 years after the date of the Family immigration
(MDM13A62)
enactment of this Act.

Schatz, Brian

1411
(EDW13046)

Schatz, Brian

1416
To require the Comptroller General of the US to report to Congress on the
(MRW13561) processing of visas for nonimmigrants at US embassies and consulates.

Schumer,
Charles

1184
To prohibit franchisors from being held civilly liable for violations of section 274A
E-Verify
(MDM13831) of the Immigration and Nationality Act that are committed by the franchisee.

Schumer,
Charles

1185 (MDM
13832)

Schumer,
Charles

1186
To establish reasonable time limitations for submitting and processing merit(MDM13833) based immigrant visa applications.

Family immigration

Schumer,
Charles

1187
To make a technical correction with respect to STEM immigrants.
(MDM13834)

Employment IV (not W
related)

Schumer,
Charles

1188
To waive the 3-year and 10-year bars with respect to merit-based track two
(MDM13835) immigrant visas.

Family immigration

Schumer,
Charles

1189
To place a hard cap on H-1B nonimmigrant visas of 180,000.
(MDM13836)

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Schumer,
Charles

1190
To exempt public universities that hire H-1B non-immigrants from the prohibition Employment NIV (not W
(MDM13838) against displacing United States workers.
related)

Schumer,
Charles

To clarify that a total of 10,500 visas are available each fiscal year for
1191
nonimmigrants described in section 101(a)(15)(E)(vi) of the Immigration and
(MDM13839)
Nationality Act.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Schumer,
Charles

To authorize the Secretary of Homeland Security to designate international
1192
airports in the United States at which aliens arriving to and departing from the
(MDM13844) United States shall be subject to biometric inspections and to issue reasonable
notice requirements for aircraft carrying aliens to or from the Unites States.

Border (not trigger
related)

Schumer,
Charles

1193
To exempt nonprofit education and research institutions from the definitions of H- Employment NIV (not W
(MDM13889) 1B dependent employer and H-1B skilled worker dependent employer.
related)

Schumer,
Charles

1194
To change the start date for the merit-based immigrant program to align with the
Family immigration
(MDM13890) repeal of the diversity visa program.

Schumer,
Charles

1384
To improve international cooperation with respect to border security and trade
(MRW13545) facilitation.

Border (not trigger
related)

Schumer,
Charles

1385
(EAS13865)

Merit-based system

To designate certain groups of individuals who are displaced as a result of climate
Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
change as stateless persons, and to study the effects of climate change on
ing
migration.

To permit aliens employed by foreign utility companies to provide relief to U.S.
communities during an emergency or disaster.

To improve the bill.

Administration

Employment NIV (not W
related)

18
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

Sessions, Jeff

1334
(EAS13889)

To provide a substitute for subtitle G of the title III, and other interior and visa
enforcement provisions therein

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Shaheen,
Jeanne

1272
(HEY13301)

To modify the requirements for qualified venture capitalists in the INVEST visa
program.

Employment IV (not W
related)

Stabenow,
Debbie

1405
To reform and modernize domestic refugee resettlement programs.
(MDM13A90)

Asylum/Refugee/Traffick
ing

Tester, Jon

1198
(EAS13749)

Border (not trigger
related)

Tester, Jon

To require consultations with tribal governments before ordering the deployment
1458
of the National Guard, the construction of a Border Patrol station, or the
Border (not trigger
(MRW13567) establishment of a forward operating based for the U.S. Border Patrol on on near related)
Indian lands.

Tester, Jon

1459
(HEN13703)

Thune, John

To delay the granting of RPI status to any alien until the governors of the States of
1196
the Southern border approve the Secretary's Comprehensive Southern Border
Border: Triggers
(MDM13892) Security Strategy and certify that the strategy has been substantially
implemented.

Thune, John

To require the completion of the 350 miles of reinforced, double-layered fencing
1197
described in section 102(b)(1)(A) of the IIRAIRA before RPI status may be granted
Border: Triggers
(MDM13904) and to require the completion of 700 miles of such fencing before the status of
RPIs may be adjusted to permanent resident status.

Thune, John

1269
(EAS13795)

To authorize the Secretary of DHS to hire 4,000 full time U.S. CBP officers to
service along the Southern Border.

Border (not trigger
related)

Thune, John

1270
(EAS13776)

To modify the trigger provision to require the mandatory exit data system be
operational at 10 airports in the U.S. before the Secretary may process
applications for RPI status and fully implemented before RPIs may receive an
adjustment of status.

Border: Triggers

Thune, John

1271
(EAS13775)

To modify the trigger provision to require employers with more than 500
employees participate in the E-Verify system before the Secretary may process
application for RPI status.

E-Verify

Toomey,
Patrick

1236
(EAS13689)

To improve the bill. (On page 866, line 3, adds "through existing or new
programs" before "and successfully" )

Border: Triggers

Toomey,
Patrick

1440
To increase the number of W nonimmigrant visas available during each fiscal year. W visas (non-ag)
(MDM13B10)

Udall, Tom

1218
(MIR13238)

Udall, Tom

1241
To expand the Border Enforcement Security Task Force in the Southwest border
(MDM13895) region.

Border (not trigger
related)

Udall, Tom

1242
(EAS13693)

Border (not trigger
related)

To modify the Border Oversight Task Force to include tribal government officials

To provide for premium pay for border patrol agents.

To provide additional permanent district court judgeships in New Mexico.

To make $5,000,000 available to strengthen the Border Infectious Disease
Surveillance project.

Border (not trigger
related)

Immigration Courts &
Access to Counsel

19
Sponsor

Number

Udall, Tom

1409
To allow border infrastructure grant funds to be used to maintain and improve
(MDM13958) certain public roads near the border.

Border (not trigger
related)

Vitter, David

To prohibit the temporary grant of legal status to, or adjustment to citizenship
status of, any individual who is unlawfully present in the United States until the
1201
Secretary of Homeland Security certifies that the US-VISIT system (a biometric
(MDM13882)
border check-in and check-out system first required by Congress in 1996) has
been fully implemented at every land, sea, and air port of entry.

Border: Triggers

Vitter, David

To prohibit the temporary grant of legal status to, or adjustment to citizenship
status of, any individual who is unlawfully present in the U.S. until the Secretary of
DHS certifies that the US-VISIT System (a biometric border check-in and check-out
1228
system first required by Congress in 1996) has been fully implemented at every
Border: Triggers
(MDM13924)
land, sea, and air port of entry and Congress passes a joint resolution, under fast
track procedures, stating that such integrated entry and exit data system has
been sufficiently implemented.

Vitter, David
Vitter, David

1254
(EAS13787)
1289
(GAI13428)

Stated purpose of the Amendment

To prohibit the Secretary from processing applications for registered provisional
immigrant status until certain triggers are met.
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to clarify that no persons granted
temporary legal status are eligible for the child tax credit.

Issue Area

Border: Triggers
Tax and Benefits

Vitter, David

Interior Enforcement
1290
To make voting in a Federal election by an unlawfully present alien an aggravated (detention, crimes,
(MRW13490) felony.
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Vitter, David

1291
(ALB13514)

Vitter, David

1292
To amend section 301 of the Immigration and Nationality Act to clarify those
(MDM13883) classes of individuals born in the U.S. who are nationals and citizens of birth.

Vitter, David

1330
(OLL13363)

Vitter, David

To strike the section that authorizes the Secretary of Homeland Security to award Legalization, DREAM,
1443
$50 million in grants to nonprofit organizations to assist aliens to apply for RPI
Blue Card (not including
(MDM13370)
status
crimes and waivers)

Vitter, David

1444
To strike the section that authorizes the Initial Entry, Adjustment, and Citizenship
Integration
(MDM13369) Assistance Grant Program

Vitter, David

1445
(AYO13452)

Vitter, David

1446
To require that RPIs convicted of certain serious crimes be deprived of their legal
(MDM13939) status and be removed from the United States.

To prohibit Federal law enforcement funds from being used in contravention of
section 642(a) of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act
of 1996.
Birthright Citizenship

To ensure that aliens convicted of crimes of violence against women and children Legalization - crimes and
are ineligible for RPI status.
waivers ONLY

To impose a fine with respect to international remittance transfers if the sender is
Remittances
unable to verify legal status in the United States
Legalization - crimes and
waivers ONLY

20
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Warner, Mark

1364
To modify the requirements for an INVEST visa.
(MRW13537)

Issue Area
Employment NIV (not W
related)

To authorize the Secretary to provide incentives to encourage digital filing of
immigration and naturalization applications, to asses the feasibility of automated
1365
Warner, Mark
biometric comparison systems, and to establish an advisory committee to provide E-Verify
(MDM13973)
recommendations to Congress regarding improvements to the security, integrity,
and privacy of government-issued credentials.

Whitehouse,
Sheldon

1339
(ALB13556)

Interior Enforcement
To increase public safety by permitting the AG to deny the transfer of firearms of
(detention, crimes,
the issuance of firearms and explosives licenses to known or suspected dangerous
inadmissibility/deportabi
terrorists.
lity--in non RPI context)

Whitehouse,
Sheldon

1396
(EAS13912)

To authorize nonimmigrant status for aliens participating in national security
investigations.

Whitehouse,
Sheldon

1397
(EAS13913)

To require an assessment of entities that request, engage in, support, facilitate, or
Employment NIV (not W
benefit from economic espionage or computer fraud and permit visas of aliens
related)
associated with such entities to be restricted.

Whitehouse,
Sheldon

1419
(DAV13649)

To provide that the E-Verify System may be used by an employer to verify the
employment authorization of an employee continuing in an employment from
E-Verify
another employer in a case in which there is substantial continuity in the business
operations between the predecessor and successor employers.

Whitehouse,
Sheldon

1453
(EAS13941)

To authorize nonimmigrant status for aliens participating in national security
investigations.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

Nonimmigrant visas (nonemployment)

To require the revocation of an alien's registered provisional immigrant status if
1229
the alien is no longer eligible for such status, knowingly used fraudulent
Wicker, Roger
(MDM13910) documentation, fraudulently claimed a Federal means-tested benefit, or left the
country for more than 180 days.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

To prohibit aliens who previously filed a frivolous asylum application and aliens
1230
who failed to voluntarily depart the U.S. within a specified time period in lieu of
Wicker, Roger
(MDM13906) being subject to removal proceedings during the past 10 years from applying for
RPI status.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

1231
To require the Secretary to adjust, for inflation, all fees and penalties imposed
Wicker, Roger
(MDM13908) under title II.

Legalization, DREAM,
Blue Card (not including
crimes and waivers)

Legalization, DREAM,
1232
To double the penalties imposed on applicants for RPI status and on RPIs seeking
Wicker, Roger
Blue Card (not including
(MDM13907) to permanent resident status.
crimes and waivers)
To require information sharing between Federal and nonfederal agencies
1259
regarding removable aliens and to withhold certain Federal funding from States
Wicker, Roger
(MDM13948) and local governments that prohibit their law enforcement officers from assisting
or cooperating with Federal immigration law enforcement.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

21
Sponsor

Number

Stated purpose of the Amendment

Issue Area

To require the detention or, and commencement of expedited removal
1461
proceedings against, any alien found to be ineligible for lawful status because the
Wicker, Roger
(MDM13934) alien was convicted of a crime relating to membership in a criminal street gang,
activity, an aggravated felony, domestic violence, or child abuse.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

To require information sharing between Federal and non-Federal agencies
1462
regarding removable aliens and to withhold certain Federal funding from States
Wicker, Roger
(MDM13984) and local government that prohibit their law enforcement officers from assisting
or cooperating with Federal immigration law enforcement.

Interior Enforcement
(detention, crimes,
inadmissibility/deportabi
lity--in non RPI context)

Wyden, Ron
Wyden, Ron
Wyden, Ron
Wyden, Ron
Wyden, Ron

1308
(FLO13646)
1309
(BAI13528)
1310
(MEW13504)
1318
(EAS13840)
1328
(GOE13417)

To establish a visa waiver program for the U.S. Virgin Islands.

Tourism

To provide American companies engaged in international display or distribution of Employment NIV (not W
arts with access to specialized or unique artistic talent.
related)
To make certified health care workers priority workers eligible for immigrant visas Employment IV (not W
and ineligible for W nonimmigrant visas.
related)
To improve the bill. (Strikes Southern Border Fencing Strategy from the bill.)

Border: Triggers

To improve the collection and use of labor market information.

Employment NIV (not W
related)

